Paul Pierett
212 Debbie Ann Court
Auburndale, Florida 33823
United States of America

Cell: 863-956-7007
p_pierett@hotmail.com
July 15, 2009

To: Whom It May Concern,
We are leaving global warming due to the lack of sunspot activity.








Per Joseph D’Aleo, we are in a new “100” year series of sunspot cycles
The present sunspot cycle is matching the 1700 and 1800 sunspot cycles
The 1700 and 1800 sunspot cycles were weaker/colder than the five cycles from
1878 to 1933 (Mini-Ice Age was approximately 1600 to 1750)
The weaker sunspot cycles come in pairs (2008 + 11 + 11 years + climate lag
time), which will drop lake levels to unknown levels until 2030 + 5 to 14 years
Our official weather data begins in 1895
Experts must estimate below the given weather data for 1895 to 1932 for
precipitation, hurricane activity and temperatures.
It is going to get colder, maybe somewhat severe

As stated in the January 2009 letter the following holds true.






There is a dramatic downward change in the 2009 Atlantic Ocean hurricane
season’s length and strength
Web sites tell of significant increase in glacier and Polar Region ice
Change: Drought conditions could last not 10 years, but 20 to 30 years or longer
The lower lake levels under the conditions stated in the new report should reveal
more crime scenes and eventually archeological artifacts dating back 300+ years
We are closer to a mini-ice age than the dinosaur age of a greenhouse earth

Sincerely,

Paul Pierett
Lt Col. Retired Army Historian
M. Ed. Boston University
Attached on the accompanying CD or download:
1. Cover Letter, January 26, 2009, Summarizing the Finer Points of the No. 2
2. The 2008-2009 Atlantic Basin Name Storm Report and Correlation of Sunspot Cycle
Activity to Accumulated Cyclone Energy (ACE) by Paul Pierett
3. Low Sunspot Numbers Cool Global Warming by C. Paul Pierett
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